Dear Teachers,
Greetings from Alliance Française de Delhi!
AFD takes immense pleasure to announce that EUNIC is celebrating the European Day
of Languages on 26th September 2015. The occasion offers a wide range of events
for the foreign language teachers.
One of the objectives of this language day celebration is to bring all the foreign language
teachers together under one roof and learning along with their exchange of ideas and
experiences. We have organized a number of workshops and sessions for the teachers
on 26.09.15.
The details are thus as follows:
Venue: Shiv Nagar School, Gurgaon
Time: 9:00 – 13:00
Workshops for the foreign language teachers: There will be 5 parallel sessions:
-

Future Learning/Digital Learning
English Vinglish: a celebration of English in India
Use of creative writing in language teaching
How to become a 2.0 language teacher, tips and bits’
Demonstration social Network for language learning – a step towards independent
learning

There will be a common session on the below listed topic as well:
-

Use of technology in Foreign Language, student autonomy

Attached is the copy of the program and synopsis for all the workshops/sessions.
Registration:
- To be able to attend the session(s), you are required to pre-register for them.
- Only 25 teachers per session can be accommodated.
- Registration as per 1st come, 1st serve basis.
- Each teacher should register for at least two sessions.
- Attached is the registration form. Please fill the same and send it to
-

jelafd@gmail.com latest by 18.09.15.
Your participation will be confirmed latest by 21st September.

As mentioned above the workshop for the teachers will take place in the Shiv Nadar
School, Gurgaon. However the afternoon event will take place in Cyber Hub, DLF,
Gurgaon.

The event would include workshops for salsa for the kids, a variety of stalls and a wide
range of cultural events like reading by authors, music, folk dance, opera etc.
Attached is a copy of the flyer. No registration is required for the event taking place in
DLF CyberHub.
All activities are free of charges
Looking forward to your enthusiastic participation.
Best regards

Vasanthi Gupta
Head of Centre, Gurgaon
Alliance Française de Delhi

Pierre Yves Meunier
Director
Alliance Française de Delhi

